• Economical High Density Storage
• Innovative and Durable Storage Trays and Baskets
• Modular and Flexible for Lean Inventory Control
• Versatile Range of Carts and Cabinets
The H+H FlexModul is the result of intensive development work aimed at achieving the maximum variability in storage. The result is the best modular tray system on the market today that produces 30% space savings through flexible dividing.

- Light weight trays that are highly durable
- Greater storage capacity than competitor trays
- Smooth walls for hygienic cleaning
- Panel spacing of 1¼" gives higher density
- Simple and quick divider adjustment
SINGLE COLUMN CARTS

**MS8128**
Single Column with Tambour Door

**MS8128DR**
Single Column with Clear Panel Door

**MS8128CATH**
Single Column with adjustable Catheter Slide Shelf that includes 3 Cath Slides, 5 Hooks per Slide, for a total of 15 Hooks
DOUBLE COLUMN CARTS

- Offers over 35% more tray/basket storage capacity by volume when compared with leading competitor’s product, using any combination of 2", 4" and 8" modular trays; or 4" and 7" wired baskets.
- This increased storage means fewer carts need to be purchased for larger storage areas, reducing capital purchase cost.
- Further optimize space within trays with adjustable dividers that have a unique clip-on locking design to withstand high loads without being forced out of position.
- Unique design of the slide tracks on the side panels allows FlexModul trays to be extended and viewed at an angle without falling out of the cart (pull-out stopper required).
PRECONFIGURED DOUBLE COLUMN CARTS

MS8140-A
OR Cart

MS8140-B
Central Supply Cart

MS8140-C
Endovascular Cart

MS8140-D
Interventional Radiology Cart

MS8140-ARTHRO
Arthroscopy Cart

MS8140-CARDIO
Cardiac Cart
PRECONFIGURED DOUBLE COLUMN CARTS

MS8140-CYSTO
Cysto/Urology Cart

MS8140-OPTHA
Ophthalmology/ENT Cart

MS8140-LAP
Laparoscopy Cart

MS8140-ORTHO
Ortho Cart

MS8140-VASC
Vascular Cart

MS8140-URO
Urology Cart
TRIPLE COLUMN CARTS

The MS8160 is a triple column medical storage cart, with tambour door, designed for quick access to medical instruments and supplies, featuring the most innovative modular tray system on the market.

The MS8160 can be configured for use in supporting various surgical procedures, including:

- Arthroscopy
- Cardiology
- Catheterization
- Cystoscopy
- Endovascular Labs
- ENT
- Interventional Radiology
- Laparoscopy
- Ophthalmology
- Orthopedic
- Neurology
- Urology
- Vascular

MS8160
Triple Column Cart with Tambour Door
PRECONFIGURED TRIPLE COLUMN CARTS

MS8160-ARTHRO
Arthroscopy Cart

MS8160-CARDIO
Cardiac Cart

MS8160-CYSTO
Cysto/Urology Cart

MS8160-LAP
Laparoscopy Cart
CATHETER PROCEDURE CARTS

Single Column

MS8128CATH
with catheter slide shelf, 3 catheter slides, 5 hooks per slide, for a total of 15 hooks, with tambour door

MS8128DRCATH
with catheter slide shelf, 3 catheter slides, 5 hooks per slide, for a total of 15 hooks, with clear panel door

• Cath Lab in a Cart: Designed especially for Cath Labs and IR departments
• Holds all sizes of catheters on full extension holders
• All-inclusive cart that keeps the necessary supplies together in one place
• Cath Slides feature a pair of ball bearing slides to withstand the pull force of removing catheters from hooks
• Cath Slide Shelves can be mounted in a lower position to create storage above for over-sized items
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CATHETER PROCEDURE CARTS
Double Column

MS8140CATH
Double wide cath cart with tambour door. Preconfigured as follows: 1 full width catheter slide shelf, including 7 catheter slides, 5 hooks per slide, for a total of 35 hooks

MS8140DRCATH-3
Double column cath cart with clear hinged door. Preconfigured as follows: left column, 1 catheter slide shelf with 3 slides; right column 3 ea. 1/2" trays, 5 ea. 4" wired baskets, 4 ea. 7" wired baskets

MS8140DRCATH-1
Double column cath cart with clear hinged door. Preconfigured as follows: left column, 1 catheter slide shelf, 3 catheter slides; right column, 1 catheter slide shelf, 3 catheter slides

MS8140CATH-7
Double column cath cart with tambour door. Preconfigured as follows: left column, 1 catheter slide shelf with 3 slides; right column, 5 ea. 1/2" trays, 5 ea. 2" trays, 4 ea. 4" trays, 2 ea. 8" trays
**CATHETER PROCEDURE CARTS**

*Triple Column*

**MS8160CATH**
Triple column cath cart with tambour door. Preconfigured as follows: left column, 1 Catheter Slide Shelf; middle column, 1 Catheter Slide Shelf; right column, 1 Catheter Slide Shelf

**MS8160CYSTO**
Triple column cart with tambour door. Preconfigured as follows: left column, 1 ea. 4” tray, 6 ea. 8” trays; middle column, 13 ea. 2” trays, 1 ea. 8” tray; right column, 1 ea. catheter slide, 1 ea. 8” tray
2 INCH FLEXMODUL TRAY & DIVIDERS
The Innovation of H+H FlexModul

81030–2" tray, gray
81060–2" tray, upgrade to transparent tray

81030-1–2" tray with 1 long divider, gray
81060-1–upgrade to transparent tray & divider

81030-2–2" tray with 1 short divider, gray
81060-2–upgrade to transparent tray & divider

81030-3–2" tray with 2 long dividers, gray
81060-3–upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81030-4–2" tray with 2 short dividers, gray
81060-4–upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81030-5–2" tray with 1 long, 1 short dividers, gray
81060-5–upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81030-6–2" tray with 2 long, 1 short dividers, gray
81060-6–upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81030-7–2" tray with 1 long, 3 short dividers, gray
81060-7–upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81030-8–2" tray with 2 long, 2 short dividers, gray
81060-8–upgrade to transparent tray & dividers
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4 INCH FLEXMODUL TRAY & DIVIDERS

The Innovation of H+H FlexModul

81031-4" tray, gray
81061-4" tray, upgrade to transparent tray

81031-1-4" tray with 1 long divider, gray
81061-1-upgrade to transparent tray & divider

81031-2-4" tray with 1 short divider, gray
81061-2-upgrade to transparent tray & divider

81031-3-4" tray with 2 long dividers, gray
81061-3-upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81031-4-4" tray with 2 short dividers, gray
81061-4-upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81031-5-4" tray with 1 long, 1 short dividers, gray
81061-5-upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81031-6-4" tray with 2 long, 1 short dividers, gray
81061-6-upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81031-7-4" tray with 1 long, 3 short dividers, gray
81061-7-upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81031-8-4" tray with 2 long, 2 short dividers, gray
81061-8-upgrade to transparent tray & dividers
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8 INCH FLEXMODUL TRAY & DIVIDERS
The Innovation of H+H FlexModul

81032-8" tray, gray

81032-1-8" tray with 1 long divider, gray
81062-1—upgrade to transparent tray & divider

81032-3-8" tray with 2 long dividers, gray
81062-3—upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81032-5-8" tray with 1 long, 1 short dividers, gray
81062-5—upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81032-7-8" tray with 1 long, 3 short dividers, gray
81062-7—upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81062-8" tray, upgrade to transparent tray

81032-2-8" tray with 1 short divider, gray
81062-2—upgrade to transparent tray & divider

81032-4-8" tray with 2 short dividers, gray
81062-4—upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81032-6-8" tray with 2 long, 1 short dividers, gray
81062-6—upgrade to transparent tray & dividers

81032-8-8" tray with 2 long, 2 short dividers, gray
81062-8—upgrade to transparent tray & dividers
4 INCH & 7 INCH WIRED BASKETS
The Innovation of H+H FlexModul

81080-4" wired basket

81080-1-4" wired basket with 1 long divider

81080-2-4" wired basket with 1 short divider

81080-3-4" wired basket with 1 long, 1 short dividers

81081-7" wired basket

81081-1-7" wired basket with 1 long divider

81081-2-7" wired basket with 1 short divider

81081-3-7" wired basket with 1 long, 1 short dividers
Taking Medical Storage to the Next Level
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